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SIMULATING LOW PRECISION FLOATING-POINT ARITHMETIC∗

NICHOLAS J. HIGHAM† AND SRIKARA PRANESH∗

Abstract. The half precision (fp16) floating-point format, defined in the 2008 revision of the
IEEE standard for floating-point arithmetic, and a more recently proposed half precision format
bfloat16, are increasingly available in GPUs and other accelerators. While the support for low
precision arithmetic is mainly motivated by machine learning applications, general purpose numerical
algorithms can benefit from it, too, gaining in speed, energy usage, and reduced communication costs.
Since the appropriate hardware is not always available, and one may wish to experiment with new
arithmetics not yet implemented in hardware, software simulations of low precision arithmetic are
needed. We discuss how to simulate low precision arithmetic using arithmetic of higher precision. We
examine the correctness of such simulations and explain via rounding error analysis why a natural
method of simulation can provide results that are more accurate than actual computations at low
precision. We provide a MATLAB function chop that can be used to efficiently simulate fp16 and
bfloat16 arithmetics, with or without the representation of subnormal numbers and with the options
of round to nearest, directed rounding, stochastic rounding, and random bit flips in the significand.
We demonstrate the advantages of this approach over defining a new MATLAB class and overloading
operators.

AMS subject classifications. 65F05, 65G50, 65Y04

Key words. floating-point arithmetic, half precision, low precision, IEEE arithmetic, fp16,
bfloat16, subnormal numbers, mixed precision, simulation, rounding error analysis, round to nearest,
directed rounding, stochastic rounding, bit flips, MATLAB

1. Introduction. The 1985 IEEE standard 754 for floating-point arithmetic
[26] brought to an end the turbulent period in scientific computing when different
hardware manufacturers provided different floating-point arithmetics, some of which
were better behaved than others. A particular problem had been that the lack of a
guard digit in some floating-point arithmetics could cause algorithms that otherwise
work perfectly to fail [22, sec. 2.4]. For the two decades following the introduction of
the standard, virtually all floating-point hardware implemented IEEE single precision
(fp32) or double precision (fp64) arithmetic.

The 2008 revision of the standard [27] defined a 16-bit half precision (fp16) storage
format, but did not define operations on it. However, manufacturers have provided
implementations of half precision arithmetic, using the natural extension of the rules
for single and double precision. Half precision is available, for example, on the NVIDIA
P100 (2016) and V100 (2017) GPUs, the AMD Radeon Instinct MI25 GPU (2017),
and the ARM NEON architecture [1].

With regards to future chips, the Fujitsu A64FX Arm processor that will power
Japan’s first exascale computer will employ half precision [10]. Also the next gen-
eration AI chips of IBM will support an 8-bit floating-point format along with half
precision [11], [50].

Another form of half precision arithmetic called bfloat161 was introduced by
Google in its tensor processing units and will be supported by Intel in its forth-
coming Nervana Neural Network Processor [40]. The same floating-point format is
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suggested for ultra low power computing in [46], where it is called binary16alt.
While machine learning provides much of the impetus for the development of

half precision arithmetic in hardware [14], [45], half precision is also attractive for
accelerating general purpose scientific computing. It is already being used in weather
forecasting and climate modelling [4], [7], [18], [39], [47] and the solution of linear
systems of equations [2], [3], [15], [16], [17], [23]. The Summit machine at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, which leads the June and November 2018 Top 500 lists
(https://www.top500.org), has a peak performance of 143.5 petaflops in the LIN-
PACK benchmark2, a benchmark that employs only double precision. For a genetics
application that uses half precision, the same machine has a peak performance of 2.36
exaflops [12]. This difference in the peak performances highlights the importance of
using low precision arithmetic to exploit the hardware. Library software that makes
efficient use of these low precision formats is being developed—for example, MAGMA3

[8], [48], [49].
While low-precision enabled hardware can provide substantial computational ben-

efits, these are specialist devices to which not everyone has ready access. Further-
more, one may wish to experiment with new floating-point formats not yet available
in hardware. In this work we investigate and propose ways to simulate low precision
floating-point arithmetics. Our approach is general, but with a particular focus on
numerical linear algebra kernels and implementation in MATLAB.

We propose in section 3 two simulation strategies, in both of which computations
are carried out at higher precision and then rounded to lower precision. In the first
variant, Simulation 3.1, we perform every scalar operation—addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division—in high precision and round the results to low precision.
We explain why double rounding could vitiate this approach and identify precisions
for which it provides a valid simulation. In the second variant, Simulation 3.2, we
perform certain vector, matrix, or tensor kernels entirely in high precision and then
round the final answer to low precision. Using rounding error analysis we analyze
the accuracy and backward stability of matrix-matrix multiplication and solution of
a triangular system when the second form of simulation is used. We show that the
simulation provides results with forward errors that are essentially independent of
n and for triangular systems are also independent of the condition number of the
triangular matrix, so the results will generally be more accurate than for true low
precision computations.

In section 4 we discuss the pros and cons of Moler’s fp16 and vfp16 classes (data
types) for MATLAB, which are instances of Simulation 3.2,. In section 5 we propose
an alternative approach to simulating low precision arithmetic that stores data in
single or double precision but rounds results to match the target precision and range.
We provide a MATLAB function chop that rounds its argument to fp16, bfloat16,
fp32, fp64, or a user-defined format with round to nearest, round towards plus or
minus infinity, round towards zero, or stochastic rounding, and with optional support
of subnormal numbers. The function also allows random bit flips in the significand in
order to simulate soft errors, which could be due to running a processor at a reduced
voltage [38]; such bit flips are explored in [47], for example. Computing reliably in
the presence of soft errors is of interest in training of large scale neural networks [9].
In section 6 we demonstrate the performance advantages of chop over fp16/vfp16 and
give some examples of the insights that can be gained by experimenting with low

2https://www.top500.org/lists/2018/11/
3https://icl.utk.edu/magma/software/index.html
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Table 2.1
Parameters for bfloat16, fp16, fp32, and fp64 arithmetic: number of bits in significand and

exponent and, to three significant figures, unit roundoff u, smallest positive (subnormal) number
xsmin, smallest normalized positive number xmin, and largest finite number xmax.

Signif. Exp. u xsmin xmin xmax

bfloat16 8 8 3.91× 10−3 9.18× 10−41a 1.18× 10−38 3.39× 1038

fp16 11 5 4.88× 10−4 5.96× 10−8 6.10× 10−5 6.55× 104

fp32 24 8 5.96× 10−8 1.40× 10−45 1.18× 10−38 3.40× 1038

fp64 53 11 1.11× 10−16 4.94× 10−324 2.22× 10−308 1.80× 10308

aIn Intel’s bfloat16 specification subnormal numbers are not supported [28], so any number less
than xmin in magnitude is flushed to zero. The value shown would pertain if subnormals were
supported.

precision computations in MATLAB.

2. Low precision floating-point arithmetics. We assume that IEEE stan-
dard single precision and double precision are available in hardware and that we wish
to simulate arithmetics of lower precision. Table 2.1 shows the arithmetics of partic-
ular interest in this work. Even lower precisions, including 8-bit (quarter precision)
formats [32], [34], [46], [50] and a 9 bit format [25], are also of interest, but they are
not standardized.

We wish to simulate arithmetic of the appropriate precision and range, with var-
ious rounding modes, and make the support of subnormal numbers optional. IEEE
arithmetic supports subnormal numbers, but bfloat16 as defined by Intel does not [28].
The main reason for a hardware designer not to support subnormal numbers is to sim-
plify the implementation, but when they are handled in software subnormal numbers
can degrade the performance of a code4. One question that simulation can help ad-
dress is to what extent subnormal numbers make a difference to the behavior of an
algorithm for particular types of data.

3. Simulation models and their properties. We discuss two different ways
to simulate low precision arithmetic. We need to achieve both the correct precision
and the correct range. Correct range refers not only to ensuring that numbers too
large for the target range overflow, but also that numbers in the subnormal range are
correctly represented with less precision than normalized numbers. Our approach is
to carry out all computations in single precision or double precision, which we refer
to as higher precision, and round back to the target precision. This can be done at
two different levels of granularity: by rounding every individual scalar operation or by
allowing a group of operations to be carried out in higher precision and then rounding
the result to lower precision. We investigate how these two possibilities affect the
accuracy and stability of computations.

3.1. Rounding every operation. The most natural way to simulate low pre-
cision arithmetic is as follows. Here, rounding means any of the following four IEEE
arithmetic rounding modes: round to nearest with ties broken by rounding to an even
least significant bit, round towards plus infinity or minus infinity, and round towards
zero. We will refer to the low precision format of interest as the target format, and
we assume that the operands are given in the target format. In practice, numbers in

4https://devblogs.nvidia.com/cuda-pro-tip-flush-denormals-confidence/, https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Denormal number
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the target format might actually be stored in a higher precision format, padded with
zero bits (we will use this approach in Section 5).

Simulation 3.1. Simulate every scalar operation by converting the operands to
fp32 or fp64, carrying out the operation in fp32 or fp64, then rounding the result back
to the target format.

By computing a result first in fp32 or fp64 and then rounding to the target format
we are rounding the result twice. It is well known that double rounding can give a
result different from rounding directly to the target format. A simple example with
round to nearest in base 10 is rounding 1.34905 to two significant figures: rounding
first to three significant figures gives 1.35 and then rounding to two significant figures
gives 1.4, but rounding directly to two significant figures gives 1.3. Fortunately, for the
operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and square root rounding
first to fp32 or fp64 and then to bfloat16 or fp16 gives the same result as rounding
directly to bfloat16 or fp16, even allowing for subnormal numbers. This is shown by
results in [13] and [42], which essentially require that the format used for the first
rounding has a little more than twice as many digits in the significand as the target
format (this condition is needed for round to nearest, but not for directed rounding).
Since double rounding does not change results in simulating bfloat16 or fp16 via
fp32 or fp64, we can conclude that Simulation 3.1 is equivalent to carrying out the
computation wholly in bfloat16 or fp16, provided that the range is correctly handled.

If the low precision numbers are stored in a special format then Simulation 3.1
can be expensive because every scalar operation incurs the overhead of converting
between different floating-point formats.

A subtlety arises in elementary function evaluations, in that Simulation 3.1 is
likely to provide a correctly rounded result whereas a computation entirely at the
target precision may be unable to do so.q For example, in an exponentiation xy

it is hard to guarantee a correctly rounded result without using extra precision [37,
sec. 13.2]. However, since elementary functions are not included in the IEEE standard
the computed results will in any case depend upon the implementation.

Simulation 3.1 has been used to develop a bfloat16 data type and basic arithmetic
operations on it for Julia [30]. A C++ header file for fp16 is available [41]; we note that
it does not convert to fp16 after every scalar operation, but retains a number in fp32
as long as possible, in order to reduce the overhead caused by repeated conversions.
This implementation therefore is not of the form Simulation 3.1. SciPy has a float16
data type5, which appears to use Simulation 3.1 with computations in single precision.

Another instance of Simulation 3.1 is the rpe (reduced floating-point precision)
library of Dawson and Düben [6], which provides a derived type and overloaded op-
erators for Fortran and was developed for use in weather and climate modeling. It
emulates the specified precision but in general uses the exponent range of double
precision.

3.2. Rounding kernels. We now consider a weaker form of simulation. Here,
“kernel” can be a vector, matrix, or tensor operation.

Simulation 3.2. Simulate isolated scalar operations as in Simulation 3.1. Im-
plement appropriate kernels by carrying out the kernel in fp32 or fp64 then rounding
the result back to the target precision.

With this form of simulation we could compute the product of two matrices A and

5https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy-1.15.4/user/basics.types.html
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B by converting A and B to fp64, computing the product in fp64, and then rounding
the result back to the target format.

We now consider what can be said about the accuracy and backward stability of
two particular kernels under Simulation 3.2: matrix multiplication and the solution
of a triangular system.

Denote the lower precision by fp low and the higher precision (fp32 or fp64)
by fp high. We assume round to nearest, use the standard model of floating-point
arithmetic [22, sec. 2.2], and ignore the possibility of overflow and underflow. We
denote by u` and uh the unit roundoffs for the lower and higher precisions and write

γ`(n) =
nu`

1− nu`
, γh(n) =

nuh
1− nuh

for nu` < 1 and nuh < 1.
Let A ∈ Rm×n and B ∈ Rn×p, and let C = AB. The product Ĉ computed in

precision fp high satisfies [22, sec. 3.5]

(3.1) |C − Ĉ| ≤ γh(n)|A||B|,

where the absolute value is taken componentwise. Rounding Ĉ to C̃ in fp low, we
have [22, Thm. 2.2]

(3.2) C̃ = Ĉ + ∆C, |∆C| ≤ u`|Ĉ|.

Hence
|C − C̃| = |C − Ĉ + Ĉ − C̃| ≤ γh(n)|A||B|+ u`|Ĉ|.

From (3.1) we obtain

|Ĉ| ≤ (1 + γh(n))|A||B|

and then
|C − C̃| ≤

(
γh(n) + u`(1 + γh(n))

)
|A||B|.

Hence we certainly have

(3.3) |C − C̃| ≤ 2u`|A||B|

as long as γh(n)(1 + u`) + u` ≤ 2u`, which is equivalent to

(3.4) n ≤ u`
uh(1 + 2u`)

.

When fp low and fp high are fp16 and fp64, respectively, this bound is 4.3 × 1012,
which covers all n of current practical interest for dense matrix multiplication. The
bound (3.3) is to be compared with the bound

(3.5) |C − Ĉ| ≤ γ`(n)|A||B|

that holds for the computation done entirely in fp low. The difference is that in (3.3)
the constant does not depend on n, as long as (3.4) holds. Looked at another way, the
constant in (3.5) exceeds 1 once nu` ≥ 1 (indeed the bound is only valid for nu` < 1),
whereas the constant in (3.3) is of order u` and the bound holds for n up to a much
larger value. This demonstrates that the results from Simulation 3.2 will in general
be more accurate than for actual low precision computation.
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Now consider the solution of a triangular system Tx = b, where T ∈ Rn×n and
x, b ∈ Rn. Solving by substitution in fp high we know that the computed solution x̂
satisfies the componentwise backward error result [22, Thm. 8.5]

(3.6) (T + ∆T )x̂ = b, |∆T | ≤ γh(n)|T |.

Rounding to fp low gives

(3.7) x̃ = (I +D)x̂, D = diag(δi), |δi| ≤ u`.

First, we consider the backward error. We have

|T x̃− b| = |T x̂+ TDx̂− b| = | −∆T x̂+ TDx̂| ≤ (γh(n) + u`)|T ||x̂|,

which implies that [22, Thm. 7.3]

(3.8) (T + ∆Th)x̃ = b, |∆Th| ≤ (u` + γh(n))|T |.

If (3.4) holds then we certainly have |∆Th| ≤ 2u`|T |.
The conclusion is that x̃ has the same componentwise form of backward error as

if it had been computed entirely in fp low, but with no dependence on n as long as
(3.4) holds.

Turning to the forward error, (3.6) implies [22, Thm. 7.4]

(3.9)
‖x− x̂‖∞
‖x‖∞

≤ cond(T, x)γh(n)

1− cond(T )γh(n)
,

where

cond(T, x) =
‖ |T−1||T ||x| ‖∞

‖x‖∞
, cond(T ) = ‖ |T−1||T | ‖∞.

Combined with (3.7) this gives

‖x− x̃‖∞
‖x‖∞

.
cond(T, x)γh(n)

1− cond(T )γh(n)
+ u`.

Hence, since cond(T, x) ≤ cond(T ), as long as γh(n) cond(T ) . u`, that is,

(3.10) n cond(T ) .
u`
uh

we will have

(3.11)
‖x− x̃‖∞
‖x‖∞

. 2u`,

and the right-hand side of (3.10) is 4.3× 1012 for fp low as fp16 and fp high as fp64.
This is to be compared with the bound

‖x− x̂‖∞
‖x‖∞

≤ cond(T, x)γ`(n)

1− cond(T )γ`(n)

(analogous to (3.9)) that we would expect for a solution computed entirely in fp low.
Hence when (3.10) is satisfied we can expect x̃ to be more accurate than it would be
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were it to be computed entirely in fp low, for two reasons: the constant term in (3.11)
does not depend on n and the condition number does not appear in the bound.

Suppose now that T is upper triangular and that we implement back substitution
for Tx = b as

xi = fllow

bi − f llow

(
f lhigh

(∑n
j=i+1 tijxj

))
tii

 ,

that is, the underlying inner product is evaluated in fp high but the subtraction and
division are in fp low. It is easy to see that we now obtain a backward error result of
the same form as (3.8) but with a different constant that again is independent of n
unless n is very large, but we cannot conclude that a small normwise forward error is
obtained. So this mode of evaluation is closer to evaluation wholly in fp low than if
we execute the substitution in fp high and then round to fp low.

In summary, our analysis of Simulation 3.2 shows that the results it yields can be
more accurate than those from true low precision computation in two respects. First,
by evaluating the whole kernel at precision fp high we obtain a forward error bound
for matrix multiplication and a backward error bound for the solution of triangular
systems that have essentially no dependence on n. Second, the forward error for Tx =
b will be essentially independent of the condition number. The second phenomenon
no longer holds if only the underlying inner products are evaluated at the higher
precision.

Our conclusion is that care is needed in deciding at what level of granularity to
apply the higher precision. The lower the level, the more realistic the simulation will
be.

4. Moler’s fp16 and vfp16 classes. We now focus on simulating low precision
arithmetic in MATLAB. The fp16 half-precision MATLAB class of Moler [32], [34]
introduces a new data type fp16 that implements the IEEE fp16 storage format and
overloads some basic functions for fp16 arguments. It uses Simulation 3.2. Although
it was designed to be economical in coding rather than to have good performance, the
fp16 class has proved very useful in research [3], [23], [24].

The fp16 class includes the following two functions (which live in the @fp16 di-
rectory).

function z = plus(x,y)

z = fp16(double(x) + double(y));

end

function [L,U,p] = lu(A)

[L,U,p] = lutx(A);

end

These functions do the computations in double precision and round the result back to
fp16. The plus function is used for matrix addition and is invoked when MATLAB
encounters the + operator with fp16 operands. The lutx function called from lu is
a “textbook” implementation of LU factorization with partial pivoting, implemented
as a straightforward MATLAB program file in [32]. When this function is called with
an fp16 argument all the operations within the function are done by the overloaded
fp16 operators. The key lines of lutx are

% Compute multipliers

i = k+1:n;
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A(i,k) = A(i,k)/A(k,k);

% Update the remainder of the matrix

j = k+1:n;

A(i,j) = A(i,j) - A(i,k)*A(k,j);

For fp16 variables, the multiplication in the last of these lines calls the function mtimes

in the @fp16 directory.

function z = mtimes(x,y)

z = fp16(double(x) * double(y));

end

Because mtimes is being called to evaluate a rank-1 matrix, and hence it performs
one multiplication per entry and no additions, that line faithfully simulates fp16
arithmetic. However, an expression A*B with fp16 matrices A and B will in general
be evaluated as multiple double precision multiplications and additions with a final
rounding to fp16, that is, as in Simulation 3.2 with matrix multiplication as the kernel.

The solution of linear systems (as invoked by backslash) is done by the function
mldivide, which has the form

function z = mldivide(x,y)

z = fp16(double(x) \ double(y));

end

Here again, the whole solution process is carried out in double precision then rounded
to fp16, so this is Simulation 3.2 with linear system solution as the kernel. This is
not equivalent to carrying out the computation in fp16, as we saw in the last section
in the special case of triangular systems.

From our analysis in the previous section we conclude that in the fp16 class
both matrix multiplication and linear system solutions enjoy error bounds that are
essentially independent of n and the forward error for the latter will be condition
number independent (for all n of practical interest), so we can expect to obtain more
accurate results than for actual fp16 computation.

Moler’s fp16 class has the advantage that it is a true MATLAB class and so
program files (ones containing sequences of MATLAB commands) can work seamlessly
when provided with fp16 input arguments. However, arithmetic in this class is very
slow because of both the overhead of object orientation in MATLAB and the cost
of converting to and from the fp16 storage format. In the experiments with linear
systems in [23], [24] the dimension was restricted to a few hundred in order to obtain
reasonable computing times.

Moler has also written a class vfp16 that allow the partitioning of a 16-bit word
between significand and exponent to be varied, in particular allowing bfloat16 to be
simulated [36]. This class also allows subnormals to be supported or not, and it
allows fused multiply-adds (FMAs) to be done within the inner products inside a
matrix multiplication.

5. Parametrized rounding. We now develop a different strategy to simulate
low precision arithmetic in MATLAB. Instead of defining a new data type, we store all
variables in double precision or single precision but ensure that they have the precision
and range corresponding to the lower precision. Computations are performed in the
storage format but rounded to the target precision.

8



Table 5.1
Rounding modes supported by MATLAB function chop, as specified by the function’s

options.round parameter.

options.round Rounding modes
1 Round to nearest, with tie broken by rounding to the number with

an even last bit
2 Round towards ∞
3 Round towards −∞
4 Round towards zero
5 Stochastic rounding, mode 1: round to the next larger or smaller

floating-point number x with probability equal to 1 minus the distance
to x

6 Stochastic rounding, mode 2: round up or down with equal probabil-
ity.

This strategy is facilitated by our MATLAB function chop. It takes an fp64 or
fp32 argument and rounds it to a precision chosen from among bfloat16, fp16, fp32,
fp64, or a user-defined format, using one of the rounding modes listed in Table 5.1.
We support stochastic rounding because of its increasing adoption in machine learning
[14] and the need for better understanding of its behavior. The user-defined format
allows selection of, for example, the nonstandard fp8 and fp16 formats proposed in
[50]. See the appendix for a link to chop and examples of its usage.

We note that MATLAB has an undocumented function feature(’setround’,mode),
(as used in [43], for example), which sets the rounding mode on the processor. Here,
mode can specify any of the first four rounding modes in Table 5.1. This function
works for the built-in fp32 and fp64 data types only, so is not useful within chop, but
we have used it to test chop.

The chop function allows subnormal numbers to be supported or flushed to zero.
The reason we allow fp64 as an output option is that by asking for subnormals not to
be supported one can explore the effect of flushing subnormals to zero in fp64. The
chop function can also create random bit flips in the significand, which enable soft
errors to be simulated.

Chopping refers to rounding towards zero, which was the form of rounding used
in certain computer architectures prior to the introduction of the IEEE standard.
The less specific name round would therefore be preferable to chop, but round is a
built-in MATLAB function that rounds to the nearest integer or to a specified number
of decimal places. The chop function is consistent with earlier MATLAB functions of
the same name. The original Fortran version of MATLAB had a function chop [33],
[35]:

“The result of each floating point operation may also be ‘chopped’
to simulate a computer with a shorter word length . . . the statement
CHOP(p) causes the p least significant octal or hexadecimal digits
in the result of each floating point operation to be set to zero.”

This function was implemented by using the Fortran binary operator .AND. to mask
the result of every arithmetic operation. Our function chop builds on a function of
the same name in the Matrix Computation Toolbox [19] that has been successfully
used to simulate single precision arithmetic6 with round to nearest in, for example,
[5], [20], [21], [22].

Applying chop to the result of every arithmetic operation can be cumbersome.

6MATLAB first provided single precision arithmetic in MATLAB 7.0 (Release 14) in 2004.
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For example, the scalar computation x = a + b*c would be rewritten

x = chop(a + chop(b*c))

However, if an algorithm is expressed in a vectorized fashion, just a few invocations
of chop may be required. Moler’s function lutx, discussed in the previous section, is
a good example. To produce a modified function lutx_chop that uses chop we need
to change just two lines, as shown in this extract:

% Compute multipliers

i = k+1:n;

A(i,k) = chop(A(i,k)/A(k,k));

% Update the remainder of the matrix

j = k+1:n;

A(i,j) = chop(A(i,j) - chop(A(i,k)*A(k,j)));

The expression chop(A(i,k) * A(k,j))) forms a rank-1 matrix in double precision
and then rounds every element to the target precision.

For optimal efficiency we need to minimize the number of calls to chop, and
this may require reformulating a computation. For example, consider the multi-
plication C = AB of n × n matrices. If we code at the scalar level, C(i, j) =∑n

k=1A(i, j)B(k, j), then O(n3) calls to chop will be required, as chop will be ap-
plied to the result of every scalar multiplication and addition. Using the formulation
C(:, j) =

∑n
k=1A(:, k)B(k, j) requires O(n2) calls, but the outer product formulation

C =
∑n

k=1A(:, k)B(k, :) requires just O(n) calls to chop (analogously to lutx_chop)
and so is the most efficient way to code matrix multiplication with chop.

We discuss the key features of the function chop. The general form of a call is
chop(x,options), where options is a structure used to define the arithmetic format,
the rounding mode, whether subnormal numbers are supported, and whether random
bit flips are required. The second input argument, options, can be omitted as long as
the required options are set up on the initial call to chop. A persistent variable in the
function stores the selected options for future use during a session. Importantly, all
arithmetic operations in chop are vectorized, so best efficiency is obtained by calling
it with a vector or matrix argument. The rounding operation is done in the separate
function roundit.

A significant advantage of chop over the use of a class is that since all data is
maintained in single precision or double precision the overheads of conversions to and
from other formats are avoided.

The simple nature of chop provides some benefits. Mixed precision arithmetic
is easily implemented, simply by using different options arguments on different in-
vocations of chop. An FMA y = a + b*c can be simulated using chop(a + b*c):
assuming the target precision is single or less and that a, b, and c are outputs from
chop at that precision, the product b*c will be computed exactly at double precision
and so a + b*c will be obtained correctly rounded to double-precision and will then
be correctly rounded to the target precision.

6. Experiments. We now describe experiments with the chop function that
illustrate some of the points made in the previous sections and show how insight into
low precision computations can be gained.

Our experiments were carried out in MATLAB R2018b on a machine with an Intel
Core i7-6800K CPU with 6 cores running at 3.4–3.6GHz. Our codes are available at
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Table 6.1
The error measure min{ ε > 0 : |C−Ĉ| ≤ ε|A||B| } for random n×n A and B from the uniform

[0, 1] distribution, where C = AB and Ĉ is the computed product. The product C is computed entirely
in fp16 or in fp64 and then rounded to fp16 (“fp64 → fp16”).

n fp16 fp64 → fp16

500 1.19e-02 4.88e-04
1000 2.30e-02 4.88e-04
1500 4.07e-02 3.67e-04
2000 4.60e-02 4.88e-04
2500 6.88e-02 4.29e-04

Table 6.2
Time in seconds for LU factorizing with partial pivoting an n×n matrix randn(n) using Moler’s

lutx function. The function lutx chop is lutx modified with calls to chop, as discussed in section 5,
with fp16 arithmetic and subnormals supported.

n lutx with fp16 class lutx_chop at fp16 lutx in double

50 6.3 3.8e-2 1.6e-3
100 4.9e1 4.9e-2 3.2e-3
250 7.2e2 3.4e-1 3.7e-2
500 5.8e3 3.4 4.1e-1

https://github.com/SrikaraPranesh/LowPrecision Simulation.
We note that the defaults for chop are to support subnormals for fp16, fp32, and

fp64 and not to support them for bfloat16.
The first experiment compares two implementations of matrix multiplication in

fp16 arithmetic: the first carries out every operation in fp16 and the second computes
the product in fp64 and then rounds to fp16. The error bound in (3.3) for the latter
computation is constant, whereas for fp16 the error bound in (3.5) is proportional to
n. The results in Table 6.1 for random fp16 A and B confirm the behavior suggested
by the bounds, with the fp64 → fp16 errors approximately constant and the fp16
errors growing proportional to n.

Table 6.2 gives the times to LU factorize with partial pivoting an n×n matrix with
random fp16 entries from the normal (0, 1) distribution using Moler’s lutx function
called by his fp16 class and using lutx_chop with fp16 arithmetic and with subnor-
mal numbers supported. Results generated by the lutx function and our function
lutx_chop are bitwise identical. We see that lutx_chop is of order 1000 times faster
than lutx. Clearly, the code using the fp16 class is spending almost all its time on
overheads and not on floating-point arithmetic. The last column of the table shows
that the conversions to fp16 in chop cause a factor 10 or so slowdown compared with
running the code in double precision. This is comparable to the typical slowdown
reported for the rpe library [6], which is compiled Fortran rather than semi-compiled
MATLAB.

The ability to vary the precision with which a code executes can be useful in a
variety of situations. As a simple example, consider the harmonic series 1 + 1/2 +
1/3+· · · . The series diverges, but when summed in the natural order in floating-point
arithmetic it converges, because the partial sums grow while the addends decrease,
and eventually the addends are small enough that they do not change the partial
sum. Table 6.3 shows the computed harmonic series for five different precisions, along
with how many terms are added before the sum becomes constant. The results for the
first four arithmetics were computed with MATLAB using the chop function (and the
bfloat16 and fp16 results have been reproduced in Julia [44]). The arithmetic denoted
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Table 6.3
Computed harmonic series

∑∞
i=1 1/i in five precisions of floating-point arithmetic and number

of terms for the computed sum to converge.

Arithmetic Sum Terms

fp8 3.5000 16
bfloat16 5.0625 65

fp16 7.0859 513
fp32 15.404 2097152
fp64 34.122 2.81 · · · × 1014

Table 6.4
Computed harmonic series

∑∞
i=1 1/i in fp16 and bfloat16 arithmetic for six rounding modes,

with number of terms for the computed sum to converge. The stochastic rounding modes are defined
in Table 5.1.

bfloat16 fp16
Rounding mode Sum Terms Sum Terms

To nearest 5.0625 65 7.0859 513
Towards ∞ 2.2× 1012 5013 ∞ 13912
Towards −∞ 4.0000 41 5.7461 257
Towards 0 4.0000 41 5.7461 257
Stochastic, mode 1 4.1875 38 6.1797 277
Stochastic, mode 2 4.0938 34 6.2148 257

by fp8 is not standard, but is a form of quarter precision implemented in Moler’s fp8
class [32], [34]; it apportions 5 bits to the significand and 3 to the exponent. The fp64
value is reported by Malone [31], based on a computation that took 24 days.

In Table 6.4 we focus on bfloat16 and fp16 and show the computed harmonic
series for all the different rounding modes supported by chop. We see significant
variation of the result with the rounding mode.

Next, we show the value of being able to control whether or not subnormal num-
bers are supported. We evaluate the sum

∑n
i=1 1/(n − i + 1)2 for n = 102, 103, 104

in fp16 arithmetic with and without subnormal numbers, using the chop function.
As Table 6.5 shows, for n = 103, 104 the sum is larger when subnormal numbers are
supported than when they are flushed to zero. This is because the terms are summed
from smallest to largest, so that the smaller terms can contribute to the sum, even if
they are subnormal [21], [22, sec. 4.2].

The next experiment emphasizes how quickly bfloat16 and fp16 can lose accuracy
and the importance, again, of subnormal numbers. We solve the ordinary differential
equation y′ = −y =: f(x, y) over [0, 1], with y(0) = 0.01, using Euler’s method,
yk+1 = yk +hf(xk, yk), y0 = y(0), where h = 1/n, with several n between 10 and 105.
The absolute (global) errors |y(1) − ŷn| are plotted in Figure 6.1. Since the global
error in Euler’s method is of order h, we expect a linear decrease in the error as n
increases until rounding error starts to dominate, at which point the error will increase
linearly, and the theory suggests that the optimal h is of order u1/2, corresponding
to an optimal n of order u−1/2 [29, pp. 374–376]. This is roughly what we see in
Figure 6.1: note that u−1/2 = 16 for bfloat16. However, perhaps surprising is that
when subnormal numbers are flushed to zero in fp16 the errors start to grow much
sooner than when subnormals are supported. In fact, once n & 100 the hf(xk, yk) term
underflows and the computed yk are constant when subnormals are not supported.

Our final experiment compares the different rounding modes in the solution of
linear systems. We generate 100 linear systems Ax = b, with A ∈ R100×100 and
b having random fp16 elements from the normal (0,1) distribution. Each system is
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Table 6.5
The computed sum

∑n
i=1 1/(n − i + 1)2 in fp16. ŝ1: with subnormal numbers, ŝ2: without

subnormal numbers.

n ŝ1 ŝ2 ŝ1 − ŝ2
100 1.635742e+00 1.635742e+00 0.00e+00

1000 1.644531e+00 1.637695e+00 6.84e-03
10000 1.645508e+00 1.637695e+00 7.81e-03

101 102 103 104 105
10-8

10-7

10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

Error

fp16 no subnormals

bfloat16

fp16 with subnormals

fp32

fp64

Figure 6.1. Absolute errors in Euler’s method for y′ = −y, y(0) = 0.01, over [0, 1], in different
simulated arithmetics, with stepsize h = 1/n.

solved by LU factorization with partial pivoting and substitution using lutx_chop,
with fp16 simulation and each of the supported rounding modes. Table 6.6 shows the
mean, maximum, and minimum backward errors ‖b−Ax̂‖1/(‖A‖1‖x‖1 +‖b‖1) for the
computed solutions x̂. As might be expected, round to nearest produces the smallest
backward errors.

7. Conclusions. We have analyzed the use of higher precision arithmetic with
rounding to simulate lower precision arithmetic, showing that it is valid way to sim-
ulate bfloat16 or fp16 using fp32 or fp64 arithmetic. It is essential to keep in mind
the limitations pointed out in section 3, notably that results of greater accuracy than
expected can be obtained if one carries out sequences of operations at higher precision
before rounding back to the target format.

Our MATLAB function chop rounds to a specified target format, including fp16
or bfloat16 or a user-specified format, respecting precision and range, and offers six
different rounding modes and optional support for subnormal numbers. It incurs a
performance penalty of about an order of magnitude when applied to a pure MATLAB
program file for LU factorization, compared with execution in double precision, which
compares favorably with the overhead of Moler’s fp16/vfp16 MATLAB class.

Software simulation provides a useful tool for understanding the effects of lower-
ing the precision in numerical computations, as well as the benefits of representing
subnormal numbers instead of flushing them to zero, as the examples in section 6

13



Table 6.6
Backward errors for 100 random linear systems Ax = b with A ∈ R100×100 solved in fp16

arithmetic using LU factorization with partial pivoting and substitution. The stochastic rounding
modes are defined in Table 5.1.

Round to Round Round Round Stochastic Stochastic
nearest towards +∞ towards −∞ towards zero rounding 1 rounding 2

Mean 5.24e-04 3.47e-03 3.50e-03 3.45e-03 6.86e-04 9.09e-04
Min 3.52e-04 1.87e-03 2.05e-03 1.94e-03 4.75e-04 6.55e-04
Max 7.74e-04 6.92e-03 5.72e-03 6.51e-03 1.44e-03 6.51e-03

demonstrate. It also provides a convenient way to explore floating-point formats not
supported in hardware as well as stochastic rounding, which is becoming popular in
machine learning.

Appendix A. The MATLAB function chop.
The function chop uses the function roundit. Both functions are available from

https://github.com/higham/chop. Test codes test_chop and test_roundit thor-
oughly test these functions. There are two main usages of chop. First, one can pass
options with every call:

options.precision = ’s’; options.round = 5; options.subnormal = 1;

...

A(i,j) = chop(A(i,j) - chop(A(i,k) * A(k,j),options),options);

Here, options.precision = ’s’ specifies that the precision is single, options.round
= 5 specifies stochastic rounding, mode 1 (see Table 5.1), and options.subnormal

= 1 specifies that subnormal numbers are not flushed to zero. For full details of the
options see the link given at the start of the section. The above usage is rather tedious
and produces cluttered code. Instead we can set up the arithmetic parameters on a
call of the form chop([],options) and exploit the fact that subsequent calls with
just one input argument will reuse the previously specified options:

options.precision = ’s’; options.subnormal = 1; chop([],options)

...

A(i,j) = chop(A(i,j) - chop(A(i,k)*A(k,j)));

The current value of options stored inside the function (in a persistent variable, whose
value is retained during the session until the function is cleared with clear chop) can
be obtained with

[~,options] = chop

14
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